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n June 1970, at the peak of a politically inflected exodus of young
American pacifists to Canada, left nationalist activist and Carleton
University professor Robin Mathews lambasted the nation’s new
arrivals as “cultural imperialists.” Writing in AMEX, the literary
mouthpiece of the American exile community, Mathews placed Vietnamera American exiles alongside a Canadian economy and job market that
was increasingly being dominated by US interests and insisted that “the
US draft dodger speaks, to the Canadian ear, with the same accent as
all the US citizens who have taken positions in Canada that should have
gone to Canadians.”1 Mathews further denigrated a perceived American
takeover of the Canadian youth movement, labelling violent protest and
anti-authoritarian intent as American imports while asserting, “I am not
sure I need any number of US citizens to fight my political battles for
me. I resent the suggestion that Canadians need US citizens to bring
about necessary changes.”2 He was far from alone in making these accusations, especially among Canadian left nationalists. For one, James
Laxer, a doctoral student in history at the University of Toronto, future
New Democrat leadership candidate, and a founding member of the
Waffle movement, a left-wing nationalistic subset of the New Democratic
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Party, opined in the same year that Vietnam exiles had been “unable to
formulate a political strategy relevant to Canada.”3
The high-profile and inflammatory nature of such critiques has
somewhat skewed the historiography of politicized Vietnam-era
American exiles in Canada. A plethora of studies have focused on the web
of organizations encouraging and facilitating the northern movement
of Vietnam War draft resisters and deserters,4 their formation of selfenclosed communities in both rural and urban settings,5 the gendered
dynamics framing the experience of male and female war exiles,6 and
their interactions with immigration officials and law enforcement agents.7
However, when analyzing the ability of politicized American exiles to
involve themselves in the glut of Canadian social movements springing
up during the long 1960s, historical studies are limited by predominately
focusing on the relationship between American exile politics and
Canadian left nationalism.
Older studies, taking the criticisms of Laxer, Mathews, and their ilk
as representative of Canadian leftists as a whole, have largely accepted
the label of “cultural imperialists,” depicting American exiles committed
to radical political ideologies as isolated from their Canadian comrades
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and, hence, as politically and socially impotent.8 More recent studies
have added some nuance. David Churchill has noted that prominent
American activists in Toronto in the late 1960s, influenced by the strength
of left nationalism in Ontario, tempered their rhetoric to align with the
contemporary political debate regarding Canadian national sovereignty
and US imperialism in Canada.9 In Building Sanctuary, Jessica Squires
explores the tensions created by Canadian nationalism on the left and
the American exile campaign to open the 49th parallel to Vietnam draft
resisters and deserters.10 However, while historical literature has sufficiently explored the relationship between war resistance activism and
left-wing Canadian nationalism, a relationship that largely played out in
debates at the federal level, opportunities remain to further understand
the ways in which American exiles in Canada built connections with
the broader maelstrom of New Left political ideologies that buffeted
Canadian locales during the tail end of the long 1960s.
By moving analysis of American exile politics away from a singular
focus on draft resistance, this article emphasizes the plurality of political
and ideological connections available to Americans in Vancouver between
1968 and 1971 – namely, second-wave feminism, counterculturalism,
and global Third World decolonization. These emergent 1960s trains of
thought provided alternative means of fostering community, belonging,
and migrant integration beyond a sense of connection to nation. This not
only opens questions regarding the role of ideology in the formulation
of shared group identities but also centralizes other factors, particularly
that of legal vulnerabilities, in simultaneously inhibiting and necessitating processes of political connection. Ultimately, as this research
demonstrates, it was only the compounded stakes bound up in arrest
that visibly separated Canadian from American activists.
This study focuses on one Canadian locale – Vancouver, British
Columbia, the unceded and occupied territories of the Musqueam,
Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh peoples. It argues that politicized
American exiles operating in the city did so in far more complex circum8
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stances than has previously been recognized: they were enmeshed in a
diversity of ideological communities and were ultimately limited by
judicial factors rather than matters of political orientation. Indeed,
whereas the older literature on American exiles in Canada noted
above emphasizes that countercultural, anti-authoritarian, and radical
ideologies isolated exiles from youth politics in their new country of
residence, this study finds the opposite. Due to their legal vulnerability,
sustained political action by Americans in Vancouver absolutely necessitated collaborating with Canadians; however, the diversity of dissenting
languages arising in Vancouver during this period, a result of the city’s
particularly vibrant exposure to varieties of New Left and countercultural
politics, ensured the process of integration was often grounded in praxes
other than that of Canadian left nationalism.
Indeed, Canadian left nationalism registered lightly in the seething
mélange of New Left and countercultural movements within which
American activists operated in Vancouver between 1968 and 1971, four
years in which political and social radicalism peaked in the city. Starting
in the late 1950s and ending in the early 1970s, the New Left was a global
wave of anti-colonial, anti-capitalist, and pro-democratic politics that
originated in Third World liberation struggles.11 Initially predominant
on the university campuses but soon extending into the wider city, in
Vancouver these ideas rubbed up against the countercultural communities
of hippies and cultural radicals mushrooming up in Kitsilano, on Main
Street, and in Gastown.12 The result was an ideological and cultural
matrix in which particular strands of New Left thought, described by
radical historian Eryk Martin as having a novel focus on “alternative
revolutionary actors such as students, women, racialized people, and
the dispossessed,” intersected with a countercultural attention to sexual
11
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liberation, drug advocacy, spirituality, nudity, and strident opposition
to law enforcement.13
Examples in Vancouver demonstrate that speaking into an array of
other political discourses beyond Canadian nationalism also allowed
Americans to integrate into local movements. These alternate discourses
included Women’s Liberation, the struggle of hippies versus “straights,”
and anti-statist Canadian decolonization, which was indelibly tied to
notions of global decolonization. As shown in Frank Zelko’s study of
Greenpeace, a group overlooked in this study as its peak operations
occurred after 1971, in Vancouver radical political movements often
emerged as American activists bolstered local movements and configured
their ideology to meet local needs.14 Subsequently, the plethora of
movement ideologies and strategies emerging in the city meant language
and actions that might alienate American activists from some Canadian
leftists – for example, nationalists or liberal pacifists – might subsequently
ingratiate themselves to others.
This study explores key moments in which American exiles played a
visible role in the history of Vancouver’s countercultural and New Left
movements in their peak years between 1968 and 1971. It categorizes
American exiles, rather than Vietnam War draft resisters or deserters,
as its subject to broaden analysis, enabling consideration of other historical actors beyond young men – namely, women exiles.15 However,
in primarily relying on written sources predominately linked with
countercultural or student politics, such as hippie newspapers like the
Georgia Straight and the Yellow Journal, and interviewing participants
according to their visible presence in these sources, this study prioritizes
American exiles with a politicized perspective and, hence, overlooks
the majority of American exiles who came to Canada wishing to avoid
unrest, revolution, and trouble with the law.16 Those who came wishing
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to participate in “the struggle,” though, found an alternative form of
integration and participated in events that changed the physical, political,
and cultural fabric of Vancouver. Rather than being isolated from their
new compatriots, American exiles always found collaborators north of
the US-Canada border.
Nineteen sixty-eight marked the year in which the numbers of
young Americans relocating to Canada began to spike.17 A liberalized
points system for immigration, introduced in 1967, and geographical
proximity made Canada an attractive destination for exiles; however,
it is clear that the main causes for this peak in migration came from
US developments. The year 1968 saw spiralling US casualties in the
US war in Vietnam as the war effort began to sour. The surprise of
North Vietnam’s Tet Offensive shattered the long-held illusion of US
superiority in the conflict, and the emerging reports of US atrocities
delivered propaganda to the anti-war movement, leading more
and more Americans to question the morality of the conf lict.18
Entangled with these events, 1968 also saw growing instability and
chaos in the US domestic situation. The assassinations of Martin
Luther King and Robert Kennedy, insurrections in ghettos, campus
revolts, and finally the police brutality of the Chicago Democratic
National Convention all coincided to create a climate of perceived
national disintegration.19
Vancouver was the third most popular destination in Canada for
American exiles after Toronto and Montreal. Many may have arrived
with high expectations as literature and propaganda spread through
the United States emphasized Canadian and Vancouverite pacifism,
tolerance, and liberalism. Reverend J. McRee Elrod, an American
Unitarian minister based in Vancouver and the founder of the group
Immigration Aid to Refugees of Conscience, regularly posted advertisements in Playboy, Esquire, Saturday Review, Christian Century, and
the New York Review of Books. These advertisements promised that
Canada was “one of the few countries trying to create the conditions of
17
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peace on earth.”20 Utopic visions of Vancouver itself were also abundant
in American popular culture. One such manifestation, the Flying
Burrito Brothers’ song “My Uncle” (1969), described the plight of a
young American receiving his notice from his local draft board and
subsequently deciding “Vancouver may be just my kind of town / ’cause
they don’t need the kind of law and order / that tends to keep a good
man underground.”21
However, Americans arriving in Vancouver would swiftly discover
that they had been sold a bill of goods. Supported by city politicians,
Vancouver police mounted an extensive campaign against the city’s
radical youth culture. The city’s underground publication, the Georgia
Straight, regularly reported the harassment and violence experienced
by hip types at the hands of Vancouver Police Department and RCMP
officers as well as from Vancouver’s “straight” citizenship.22 Furthermore,
it soon became common knowledge that Canada exhibited a “quiet
complicity” in the Vietnam War, providing vast quantities of military
supplies to the United States, particularly components of napalm through
the Canadian branch of the Dow Chemical Company.23 Polling data
found that more Canadians supported the war than opposed it, and
Vancouver’s own Mayor Tom “Terrific” Campbell openly displayed
his support for the war in 1968 by sending Canadian flags to fly in a
US bunker overlooking Vietnam’s Gulf of Tonkin, while simultaneously
labelling draft exiles as members of a “scum society.”24
Americans arriving in Vancouver were entering a battlefield in which,
even before they engaged in any kind of political work, their own status
as immigrants made them especially vulnerable to surveillance and harassment. Established by the Committee to Aid American War Objectors
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and the American Deserters Committee (ADC) to house draft exiles,
American hostels were often excessively targeted by law enforcement.
In October 1969, the Georgia Straight ran an article detailing that
undercover police were photographing everyone entering or leaving an
exile hostel at 3090 West Sixth Avenue.25 In November of the same year,
another piece in the Georgia Straight described the police raid of a hostel
at 1368 East Second Avenue in which officers recorded the names of all
present residents.26 Both articles implied that the RCMP and Vancouver
Police Department were collaborating with the FBI and providing
information to US law enforcement agents. Given emergent scandals
in other parts of the country, where the RCMP illegally handed over
war exiles to US agents at the border, these claims were not far-fetched;
rather, they were frequently accurate.27
Due to the status of American exiles as immigrants, and due to the
political and cultural biases of politicians and law enforcers alike, even
minor offences could lead to deportation, as the well-publicized case of
Herb Treffeisen demonstrated. Treffeisen, a graduate of both Lassalle and
of Miami University, deserted the US Marines in July 1968 and moved to
Vancouver. Finding employment as a social worker for the countercultural
street and homeless support agency Cool-Aid, Treffeisen was arrested
in September 1969 while stealing a jar of coffee for the underfunded
social group.28 This arrest resulted in a six-month stint in jail, followed
by deportation orders – all for stealing a jar of coffee.29
Any perceived affiliation with the counterculture contributed to
the legal vulnerability of exiles. Whenever dealing with immigration
officials, draft-aid groups advised war resisters to always appear as
“straight” as possible, including telling exiles to cut their famous long
hair.30 Even away from the border, association with countercultural
activities, notably possession and consumption of marijuana, made
25
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Americans especially exposed. To this extent, following a raid on an East
Second communal deserters’ house, one of the founders of the Vancouver
ADC, Rick Ayers, wrote a letter to the Georgia Straight warning exiles,
and those sheltering them, of the dangers of “heat attracting dope.”31
American military deserters were particularly exposed in this climate;
their less stable immigrant status, the ensuing struggle to find work,
and a general lack of financial stability often led to homelessness and
hence vulnerability. This vulnerability was demonstrated by the arrest of
Robert Edward Wilder in early 1969. Wilder was subsequently deported
and faced fifteen years in jail due to army desertion, all because he was
caught sleeping rough on the Simon Fraser University campus.32 One
of Wilder’s most vocal supporters was Melody Kilian, an American
who immigrated to Canada with her husband in 1965 to protest the US
invasion of the Dominican Republic and who wrote in both SFU’s and
UBC’s student newspapers critiquing the university administrations, as
well as the Canadian government, for their handling of Wilder’s case.33
Motivated by the additional plight of military deserters, Kilian had
formed the Vancouver ADC in 1968 and was a key figure in efforts to
politicize American exiles and form links between their association and
wider Vancouver-based political and social movements.
Founded by Kilian and Ayers, the ADC was a collection of deserters,
draft resisters, and other American exiles who grouped together to
provide aid to military deserters and to organize political action. The
group ran the free deserter hostel on East Second Avenue, published
the Yankee Refugee! newsletter, obtained fake I.D. for deserters unable
to get landed immigrant status, and organized meetings for deserters
and draft resisters to aid their adaption to life in Canada.34 While the
Vancouver ADC has been highlighted by Jessica Squires as being
isolated from the antidraft movement due to its radical ideological
commitment,35 I argue that this can only be fully explained when we
consider the legal vulnerabilities, and the risk of deportation, faced by
Americans in Canada.
The ADC distinguished itself from the older, more established
Vancouver Committee to Aid American War Objectors not only in its
commitment to assisting deserters rather than draft resisters but also
31
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in its desire to promote political action that extended beyond the act
of relocation.36 Kilian wrote in the Yankee Refugee! in February 1969:
“we understand that being in Canada does not affect the size of the US
military machine, and that our men’s places are simply filled by others
who cannot enter Canada … Being here or helping others to come
here is NOT anti-war work.”37 Indeed, the group described itself, in an
article published in the Movement in June 1969, as “primarily a catalyst
for Americans within the local movement.”38
The ADC, as its name suggests, squarely oriented its externally
projected group identity around its members’ being American exiles.
Community events organized by the group were solely intended for
Americans; both its weekly community dinners held at its hostels and
its annual 4th of July picnics were advertised as “American only.” 39
Equally, the prime drive of the ADC’s political activism was geared
towards American issues such as the Vietnam War, and it deliberately
emphasized its Americanness when engaging in these actions. The
group engaged in multiple actions around Vancouver’s and Victoria’s
docks in attempts to persuade the crews of docking US Navy vessels to
desert their posts.40 Equally, it pledged financial and logistical support
for numerous anti-war mobilizations, and encouraged residents of its
hostel to attend demonstrations under an “American Deserters against
the War” banner.41
Explicitly rooting these actions in an opposition to US imperialism,
both in Canada and in the Third World, members of the ADC utilized
rhetoric and analyses that suggest they were open to ideas being circulated
by Canadian nationalists at the time. They frequently employed the
expression “branch plant economy,” a term popularized by Montreal
economist Kari Levitt in Silent Surrender, her 1970 critique of the US
corporate takeover of Canada’s economy, when analyzing their new
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nation of residence.42 As such, the first edition of Yankee Refugee! features
an article by contributor Terry Boyce in which he castigates the way in
which “the economy here is controlled almost exclusively by US interests,”
coming to a conclusion that would have pleased Canadian nationalists
such as Wafflers Mel Watkins and James Laxer in the understanding that
“as the nation now exists, it is little more than a US colony.”43 As such,
certain behaviours of the ADC align with David Churchill’s argument
that American exiles tempered their rhetoric to fit with the Canadian
nationalist critique.44
However, the ADC’s anti-imperialist critique did not stop at
castigating the Americanization of Canada. Whereas Robin Mathews,
Carlton University professor and leading Canadian nationalist, had
expressed his resentment of American exiles critiquing Canadian society
in 1970,45 Yankee Refugee!’s writers were quick to point out the colonial
nature of Canada itself, placing particular emphasis on the condition of
Indigenous communities in Vancouver and beyond. Contributor Lancelot
Greers thus stated “if you don’t like what’s happening to the Black man
down there [in the United States] dig what’s happening to the Red man
here” and, highlighting the racist nature of Canada’s educational system,
asked “how many Indians do you know on campus?”46 The ADC followed
through with this allegiance to Canada’s internally colonized Indigenous
peoples by supporting the Native Alliance for Red Power, an emerging
Indigenous rights group operating in Vancouver, whose meetings they
attended and whose “Eight-Point Program” they published in the April
1969 edition of Yankee Refugee!47 Although historians have claimed that
such radical philosophies and critiques of Canada alienated exile groups
from other Canadian leftists, such studies have largely overlooked the
ways in which US legal vulnerabilities shaped these divisions.48
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The ADC members themselves found that their status as American
exiles, and as immigrants in Canada, inhibited their ability to engage in
Vancouver’s budding culture of radical protest. After reporting on the
deportation of deserter Robert Wilder for trespass and vagrancy, and
later the deportation of three exiles arrested protesting the docking of a
US submarine in Victoria in 1969, members of the ADC were well aware
that being arrested, whether for political or non-political reasons, could
lead to their forced return to the United States.49 This limitation and
weakness was most evident during the group’s participation in the student
occupation of the Simon Fraser University administration building in
November 1969, which called for increased student participation in the
university admission process and a greater ease of credit transfer from
BC colleges.50 As reported in Yankee Refugee!, Kilian participated in the
“sit-in” but was forced to leave the building, along with other Americans,
once the police arrived “in order to avoid possible deportation.” Kilian
subsequently lamented “protecting myself whilst others fought ... I had
to go for no other reason than that I was born in the US.”51
The legal vulnerability of American exiles as a whole, and draft
resisters and deserters in particular, helps explain how the ADC isolated
itself from the wider draft resistance movement in Vancouver. Betty
Tillotsen, of the Vancouver Committee to Aid American War Objectors
(VCAAWO), described in a 1969 letter how the ADC’s “political slant,
as voiced by some of them, had turned off some community people who
had been supporters of our work.” Despite publishing a disclaimer that
insisted their political work was in no way linked to the VCAAWO,
a year later the authors of the Yankee Refugee! were still being blamed for
splits within the wider draft resistance movement.52 As Ayers revealed
to me during an interview, much of the tension created by the ADC’s
politics was directly linked to the perception that they were “bringing
heat” on other exiles.
Unable to fully engage in political action and alienated by their politics
from the wider draft resistance movement in Vancouver, Ayers and
Kilian decided to return to the United States in the summer of 1969,
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with Ayers entering the active duty GI resistance network.53 The committee’s poor organization, and the fact that Kilian and Ayers were its
only leaders, helps explain the relatively short-lived nature of the group.
Furthermore, its members’ simultaneous identification as American exiles
and radical activists cut the ADC off from the draft resistance movement
in Vancouver and Canada as a whole. Yet these same radical orientations
could conversely bind Americans, even certain members of the ADC,
to alternative communities of shared political sentiment. The diversity
of social movements gripping the city during this period provided exiles
with a range of potential ideological languages through which to connect
with local activists. Politicized American exiles throughout Vancouver
who chose to eschew an open and publicized identification as American
by looking beyond the draft resistance movement, though still subject to
legal vulnerabilities, enjoyed far greater success in forging connections
with local activists.
Radical youth politics in Vancouver at the tail end of the 1960s
were largely confined to two separate, though sometimes intersecting,
spheres: the student activist movements at Simon Fraser University and
the countercultural community largely focused in Kitsilano. American
activists were, not surprisingly, heavily involved in these two social and
political arenas. Exile roles in both scenes, specifically in the Vancouver
Women’s Caucus and in the countercultural movement to create a nudist
community at Wreck Beach, demonstrate that structuring political action
around symbols of identity that had nothing to do with being American
proved to be an effective means of connecting with local liberationist
movements in the city. Although these two movements could not be more
different in their ideological tone, American activists employed similar
strategies when integrating into these movements, notably employing
alternative media as social infrastructure and speaking in a language of
shared political sentiment.
At least two American exiles were heavily involved in the early days
of the Vancouver Women’s Caucus, a women’s liberation group initially
based at Simon Fraser University that was founded in 1968.54 Kilian wrote
an early strategy paper for the group in 1969 and was further embroiled
in the debates over child care that gripped Simon Fraser University that
53
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year.55 Indeed, according to an undated pamphlet distributed as part
of the Women’s Caucus literature, she helped found the SFU Co-Op
Nursery, an experimental and non-hierarchical community approach to
child care formed by taking over part of the student lounge.56 Kilian’s
ability to integrate into and drive this movement rested partially on her
navigation of student political groups such as the SFU Student Executive
Council, partially on her repeated writing in campus newspapers such as
the Peak and the Pedestal, but also on her ability to speak to an affective
community of women and mothers rather than just to Americans.
These factors also contributed to the impact of Kilian’s compatriot
Janiel Jolley, whose name would achieve borderline celebrity status on the
SFU campus and in national women’s liberation politics in 1970. The wife
of a draft resister, Jolley moved to Vancouver in 1968 and was a one-time
contributor to the Yankee Refugee!.57 In the winter of 1969, she was chosen
by the Women’s Caucus to stand as a protest candidate in the Waterloo
Lutheran University’s “Miss Canadian University” beauty contest.
Although the pageant organizers barred Jolley from participating, a
“Janiel Jolley Day” event at SFU nevertheless raised sufficient funds to
cover her travel to Waterloo, Ontario.58 On the day of the pageant, Jolley
invaded the event with two hundred supporters and gave a two-minute
speech from the stage, castigating the objectifying and sexist nature of
both pageants and the accompanying beauty industry.59
The rhetoric employed by Jolley throughout the campaign demonstrates
that she decidedly avoided identifying as American and deliberately
spoke to a nationally connected community of Canadian women and
feminists. In a speech delivered to the Simon Fraser Student Society,
she proclaimed that “discrimination against women is being practiced
in Canadian universities every day”; meanwhile, in an article published
in the Peak prior to her journey to Ontario, she stated, “our protest is
intended to reach women all across Canada and tell them there is an
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Figure 1. American exile Janiel Jolley in preparation for “Miss Canadian University”
pageant protest, 1970. Source: Pedestal 2, no. 1 (1970), 3, F-272-0-0-0-0-3, Simon Fraser
University Archives, Vancouver BC, Canada.

alternative.”60 Furthermore, and perhaps even more tellingly, despite
being a US citizen, during her speech at the Miss Canadian University
Contest Jolley announced, “I represent a growing tendency in Canadian
women to object to the dehumanizing nature of beauty contests.”61
Jolley’s activism, then, was far more successful when she stepped beyond
60
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the bounds of the American resister scene. In funding her protest, she
reached out to the Simon Fraser student community and equally directed
her protest so as to connect with a nationwide audience of “Canadian
women.”
These activists, Jolley and Kilian, had a successful impact on the
women’s liberation movement due to their ability to speak through
localized media in a liberationist language that connected them in
affective community with local activists. In a radically different setting,
for a radically different cause, one American draft resister’s crusade
to organize a nude protest demonstrates similar grounds for success:
the abandonment of an American exile identity, interaction with local
movements through community media infrastructure, and a language
of liberationism that cultivated networks of shared political sentiment.
Korky Day, a draft resister from San Francisco, moved to Canada in 1968
and wound his way to Vancouver by 1969. Day’s first job in Vancouver
was as a vendor for the Georgia Straight, and he has claimed that the
access he gained to the publication’s newsroom made him “one of the
most politically well-informed people in the city.”62
The Straight was part of a countercultural surge of underground
publications that had its historical roots in the United States. The civil
rights newspaper Dissent and New York’s pacifist news sheet Liberation
began printing in the mid-1950s, and publications such as Liberation
News Service, the Los Angeles Free Press, and the Berkeley Barb drove the
emergence of the US counterculture in the early 1960s.63 Many American
exiles relied on the Georgia Straight to find their bearings upon arriving
in the city; many used writing in the publication as a means to connect
with the local political and hip scene; others, like Day, used the publication (and its widespread circulation, which had reached sixty to seventy
thousand copies per issue by 1970) to organize protest movements.64
This information distribution network played an essential role in
Korky Day’s mobilization of the countercultural community for a highly
successful nude protest at Point Grey’s Wreck Beach on 23 August 1970.
The scale of the protest was, in part, a response to the arrest of thirteen
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nude bathers on the beach in early August, but it was also a measure
of Day’s ability to connect to the wider hip community via networks of
social infrastructure.65 Employing the countercultural press afforded
him the means of collaborating with the wider community, posting ads
asking for help postering and marshalling for the event, and receiving
feedback from other counterculturalists to change the location from
Third Beach in Stanley Park to Wreck Beach, “the traditional nude
beach.” Equally important, given his vulnerable position as a refugee of
conscience, organizing through the alternative press afforded Day some
measure of anonymous safety, and in posting notices in the Straight, the
war exile adopted the pseudonym “Mr. Natural.”66
As Day stated in one of these posts, the key to the event’s success would
be that sufficient nudists would attend that “the numbers and the support
of a large part of the general public [would] minimize arrest.” Thanks
in large part to the wide circulation of the Georgia Straight, this critical
mass was achieved. According to Day’s count on the day, three thousand
protestors attended the “Nude-In,” and there were zero arrests.67 On
top of the high turnout, another indication of the success of the protest
is that Wreck Beach was established as a popular nudist site, an iconic
carnivalesque space on the edge of the city that has persevered to this
day.68 However, due to continued anxiety caused by potential arrest and
deportation, “Mr. Natural” himself couldn’t enjoy a full liberation from
his oppressive apparel. Having already been arrested for selling copies of
the Georgia Straight in Richmond the preceding year, charges that were
immediately dropped, Day wasn’t taking any chances and only enjoyed
partial nudity, sporting a jockstrap for that first gathering.69
The potential threat of deportation would be a shadow that hung over
all American activists as they participated in Vancouver’s radical politics
in the long 1960s. However, forming connections with local communities
of Canadian activists, marshalling the networks of social infrastructure
binding these communities together, and choosing to organize around
notions of shared political sentiment – rather than nationality – allowed
exiles such as Day, Kilian, and Jolley a lower-risk opportunity to play an
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organizational role in Vancouver-based and Canadian social movements.
They critiqued Canadian universities for being sexist, critiqued Canadian
society for being oppressive, and critiqued Canadian law enforcement
for being prudishly authoritarian. These kinds of political evaluations
were developed even further throughout 1970 and 1971 by the riotous
anarchic collective Vancouver Yippie! American exiles once more played
a prominent role in this group and, though they still experienced political
limitations due to their vulnerable immigration status, through shared
anti-authoritarian and anti-colonial ideologies they formed close working
bonds with local activists.
Also known as the Northwest (sometimes Northern) Lunatic Fringe,
Vancouver Yippie! demonstrates that anti-colonial critiques of the
Canadian state could provide a language that bound exile and local
activists in a shared political community. Operating alongside the
less theatrical Vancouver Liberation Front, the Yippies produced their
own publication, the Yellow Journal, over 1970 and 1971, and organized
numerous actions: “exorcising” the Vancouver police station, occupying
the cafeteria in the basement of downtown Vancouver’s Hudson’s Bay
Company department store, storming the US consulate in Vancouver,
picketing Oakalla Prison Farm, invading the US border town of Blaine
by marching en masse through the Peace Arch border crossing, occupying
a “People’s Park” in objection to the planned construction of a hotel in
Stanley Park, and organizing the infamous “Grasstown Smoke-In” of
1971. As well as organizing actions, the Yippies coordinated a “People’s
Defense Fund” to pay bail for individuals arrested at protests and
issued several “Free Vankouver” supplements through both the Yellow
Journal and the Georgia Straight, providing political and social advice for
surviving the increasingly hostile environment in the west coast city.70
Historical analyses of the Northwest Lunatic Front have predominately
either dismissed the group as a “sheer nuisance” or have claimed that it
represented little more than a transplanted US philosophy driven forward
by American radicals.71 Some evidence supports the latter view, given
that the group drew its name from the American Youth International
Party (Yippie!), established by Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin in New
York in 1967, and that many of its strategies were equally influenced by
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Hoffman’s call to employ “theater in the streets” to resist capitalism
and imperialism.72 Indeed, Rubin himself had previously been active in
Vancouver, leading the 1968 occupation of the UBC Faculty Club.73
However, as historian Eryk Martin has demonstrated, and as Yippie
Larry Gambone has claimed in his 2015 memoir No Regrets, Vancouver
Yippie! was a more complex phenomenon, drawing heavily on the
experiences of older Canadian Industrial Workers of the World activists
and influenced by both traditional and New Leftist ideologies of global
revolution.74
While in the minority, and reliant on Canadian activists for safety,
support, and success, Americans certainly played a key role in driving
Vancouver Yippie! forward. Eric Sommer, a draft resister from Philadelphia, wrote, albeit anonymously, for the Yellow Journal and played
a leading role in coordinating the Grasstown Smoke-In – the promarijuana protest that culminated in an infamous night of police brutality
in Gastown in August 1971.75 Bob Sarti, a draft resister from New York
who arrived in Vancouver via Phoenix, Arizona, in 1968, served as an
unofficial publicity officer for the group, using what he termed a “very
strategic” occupation as a journalist with the Vancouver Sun to write
favourable news items about it.76 Herb Weich (sometimes referred to as
Herb White or Juils Comeault), a resister from Norfolk, Virginia, was
also the main organizer of a series of Yippie! benefit concerts over the
winter of 1970, raising funds for the People’s Defense Fund.77
Despite the judicial risk involved, American exiles also played key
roles on the ground during street actions. Both deserter Peter Prontzos
and Dale Clark, a Canadian who was drafted due to attending a US
university, enthusiastically participated in the majority of the Yippie!
street actions.78 Special mention, though, goes to Virginian Herb Weich,
who played an eagerly creative and leading role in several demonstrations.
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Figure 2. Draft resister Herb Weich protesting outside the Vancouver Police Department, 1970.
Source: Yellow Journal 1 (May 1970), 1.

“Crazy Herb” pops up in many accounts of Yippie! events. During the
April 1970 theatrical exorcism of the Vancouver Police Department on
312 Main Street, Weich led the incantations dressed as a half-naked
“shaman” with “FUCK THE MAN” painted on his back, a photo of
which adorns the first edition of the Yellow Journal.79 Equally, in Yippie
Larry Gambone’s memoir, Weich is mentioned standing on the front
line during a protest at Oakalla Prison Farm, offering to get a buzz cut
if police officers played turncoat and joined the Yippie! ranks.80
Historian Myrna Kostash has claimed that American Vietnam-era
exiles often alienated Canadian activists by “looking at the struggle
in Canada as inconsequential.”81 Although several Canadian public
figures – notably James Laxer and Robin Mathews – made these kinds
of accusations during the long 1960s by claiming that American activists
were taking over the movement north of the 49th parallel, this pattern is
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not evident in Vancouver Yippie!82 Some of its larger actions did indeed
revolve around US issues such as the Vietnam War; however, its central
focus was on revealing a perceived global struggle in localized Canadian
socio-political arenas.83
Crucially, the Yellow Journal identified the unfolding struggle for
Québécois independence as the centre of the revolutionary struggle in
North America. So important was the revolutionary movement in Quebec
to the Yellow Journal contributors that they dedicated their entire last
issue, renamed Le Journal Jaune, to assertions of solidarity with the Front
de Libération du Québec during the 1970 October Crisis.84 Indeed, their
alignment with the Québécois liberation movement speaks to broader
commitments the Yippies made to Canadian decolonization. And they
criticized the economic dominance of Canadian institutions in Trinidad
and Tobago as well as the historical and contemporary injustices piled
upon Indigenous peoples by the Canadian state.85
Although seemingly unaware of the broader emergence of “Red
Power” in Canada and the legal claims to Indigenous land sovereignty
occurring throughout this period in British Columbia, Vancouver Yippie!
co-operated with the Vancouver-based Native Alliance for Red Power
(NARP) at rallies, events, and fundraisers.86 The Yellow Journal regularly
posted details of systemically racist policies followed by the Department
of Indian Affairs and supported NARP in its exposé of child abuse at the
Sechelt residential school.87 Indeed, rather than looking to US history
for revolutionary inspiration, members of Vancouver Yippie! found their
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historical muse in the form of Louis Riel and other Métis participants of
the nineteenth-century uprisings in the Red River Colonies in Manitoba
and in the District of Saskatchewan, who made regular appearances in
the group’s publications.88
Vancouver Yippie! matched a rhetorical commitment to Canadian
decolonization with action. It made a staunch enemy of the Hudson’s
Bay Company, lambasting the fur-traders-turned-retail-giants whose
“first two hundred years” featured “a continuous record of rape and
ruthlessness.”89 In one of its first actions, Vancouver Yippies celebrated
“300 years of institutional racism at the Bay” by occupying the Hudson’s
Bay cafeteria in the basement of the Georgia and Granville outlet.90 In
addition, when Betty “Zaria” Andrews ran as a representative of Yippie!
against Tom Campbell for the mayoral post in Vancouver’s 1970 civic
election, one of the more serious policies on her ticket was the return of
all Hudson’s Bay Company properties and titles to Indigenous peoples.91
Indeed, for the Northwest Lunatic Fringe, the revolution was
happening in Vancouver and Quebec, not in the United States, and
fighting Canadian imperialism was just as important as resisting the
American Empire. This focus led to some divergence with the American
Yippie! Strategy. When Abbie Hoffman, a leading luminary in the
American Yippies, declared at a speech in Edmonton that draft exiles
should return to the States as the real struggle was happening in “the
belly of the beast,” the Yellow Journal roundly attacked him for “utter
disregard for the Québec revolution, about which he knew nothing.”92
This issue arose once again when three American members of the
Vancouver Liberation Front decided to form the Amerikong Deserters
Committee dedicated to marshalling the seventy thousand deserters and
thirty-five thousand draft resisters in Canada into a “Back to Pig Nation”
liberation army, intended to return to the United States to participate
in the movement there. The Yellow Journal responded to these calls by
publishing a vitriolic response. Not only, it asserted, did the formation of
such exile groups potentially endanger other exiles working within the
movement, but it also delegitimized the struggle in Vancouver, a struggle
that was becoming increasingly violent and dangerous. 93
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American exiles in Vancouver Yippie! still faced continued limitations
on their ability to engage in political action. No event would demonstrate
this more than the Yippie!-organized invasion of Blaine, Washington,
in May 1970, protesting US military operations in Cambodia. As a mass
of three hundred young Canadian invaders crossed the 49th parallel at
the Peace Arch, neither Bob Sarti, nor Peter Prontzos, nor Herb Weich
were present due to the risk posed by returning to their homeland, and
nobody interviewed could verify whether Eric Sommer was part of the
“Canadian army.” Further, in his description of the events at Blaine,
Larry Gambone’s memoirs describe an individual, Jim, who remained
on the Canadian side of the border during the invasion since he “was a
war resister and it was unwise for him to return to the states.”94 American
exiles active in the Vancouver Yippie! network, therefore, only faced
limitations in their ability to integrate with the local movement when
faced with legal ramifications. Political radicalism, in word and deed,
bound these exiles to Canadian activists rather than isolating them, and
it provided these Americans an opportunity to tie their local experiences
into the global revolutionary consciousness of the era.
Far from being isolated from Vancouver politics, by collaborating with
Canadian activists in the Vancouver Yippie! collective, radically oriented
American exiles altered the very makeup of the city. Their impact can be
traced physically in Stan Douglas’s two-storey-high photographic mural
depicting the aftermath of the Grasstown Smoke-In in the Woodward’s
building on Cordova Street, as well as in the downtown green space of
the Devonian Harbour Park, kept free from development following the
Yippie’s “All Season’s Park” occupation in 1971 and 1972.95 Furthermore,
the Yippies played an undeniably crucial role in the cultural and political
history of Vancouver and, as Eryk Martin has shown, formed the bedrock
of the city’s punk and anarcho-political scene that held sway through the
1970s and 1980s.96 Outside Vancouver Yippie!, American exiles were at
the core of new, and highly influential, social movements throughout the
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city – from countercultural nudist politics to women’s liberation – and
were hence woven into the fabric of Vancouver-based youth activism by
common ideological commitments.
Certainly, as the Vancouver American Deserters Committee demonstrates, due to the increased judicial stakes bound up in exile, overt
proclamations of anti-authoritarian intent affected both the Americans
and the Canadians who were active in the draft resistance movement.
Those activists most concerned with aiding American war resisters
who fled to Canada, as David Churchill has correctly noted, appear
also to have been those most influenced by the rhetoric and demands of
Canadian left nationalists such as James Laxer and Robin Mathews.97
However, when we shift our analytic gaze beyond the politics of the
draft, we can identify alternate languages – of women’s rights, counterculturalism, and postcolonialism – through which American exiles
connected with communities of shared political intent in their new home.
In Vancouver, where Canadian nationalism held far less sway than in
its heartlands of Ontario and Saskatchewan, the predominant languages
through which American activists connected to local movements were
all nascent expressions of anti-nationalism. In virulently criticizing the
Canadian state for its treatment of women, hippies, and Indigenous
peoples, these collaborations between Americans and Canadians took
New Left demarcations and made them relevant in their local political
arena, tying their own experience to that of a worldwide struggle that was
unfolding across manifold localized arenas. These claims to community
were thus framed along different axes of identity to that of the nation:
they connected not as Canadians or as Americans but as oppressed
women, as counterculturalists, and as global revolutionaries.
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